
WORKING IN SERIES
(And Finding Your Passion in the Process)

Christopher Volpe



FOCUS

DEPTH

PASSION

PRODUCTIVITY

Why work in series?



F O C U S

Channel creativity

Spark new ideas & 

combinations of ideas

Creativity loves limits



D E P T H

Self-discovery (what do 

you love? why? and why 

do you want to make 

art?)

Art as a mirror for self-

knowledge

Meaningful, more

authentic work

The famous “Lichen Lady”



P A S S I O N

BONUS: Y o u   b e c o m e   o b s e s s e d !
(and hone your skills - a lot)

“Euan Uglow was always saying to me "try and find out what you are trying to do in painting." 
When I asked him how I went about finding that out his reply went something like: “What is the 
most important thing in your life? Is it food, motor cars, girls, fishing, model aeroplanes…?” It 

can take a long time to figure out what that is.” (- A former Uglow student)



P R O D U C T I V I T Y

& visibility



MAKE IT NEW

(MAKE IT YOURS)

(& MAKE IT WORK)



CASE STUDY: THE LICHEN LADY













CASE STUDY: BOTANICALS



Emelie Clark –
Meditations on Hunting

NY-based watercolorist, owns land in 
NH. Work combines a love of 
nineteenth-century natural science with 
contemporary concerns about 
sustainability (e.g. she did a series on 
composting).



EMELIE CLARK
Meditations on Hunting



EMELIE CLARK
Meditations on Hunting

“Meditations on Hunting has 
come directly out of the hunting 

experience. Much of the work 
for this project was made in 

and around my floating 
research station in New 

Hampshire, where I live part of 
the year. Over the course of 
the few hours at sunrise and 

sunset, the world separated out 
into all these parts—and I 

came to understand, over time, 
which animals and plants were 
sharing my space. On several 

occasions I felt that my own 
self, my body, was a void--an 

absence within this larger 
network of sounds and 

movement patterns.”

-Emelie Clark



Detail



EMELIE CLARK
Meditations on Hunting

Detail



EMELIE CLARK
Meditations on Hunting



EMELIE CLARK
Meditations on Hunting

Installation view



EMELIE CLARK
Meditations on Hunting

Commissioned porcelain contemporary dinner 
set and cocktail plates for M. Legere’s “Originals 
at the Table”, created in Limoges, France, 2018

The 
Lancet 
Gastroent
erology & 
Hepatolo
gy Artist 
for 2018

NYTimes 
March 2016 

HOME 
section:

“Her 
watercolor 

meditations 
are almost 

delicate 
garlands of 

beaks, wings, 
and feathers 
circling that 

empty center.”



CASE STUDY: FLOWERS IN A VASE



Abelardo Morell - Flowers for Lisa

Boston-based photographer Abelardo 
Morell’s series Flowers for Lisa began 
as a present for his wife of over 40 
years.

Every year, he gives his wife Lisa a 

bouquet of flowers for her birthday. In 

2014, he decided to give her something 

more permanent.

“I thought to myself, ‘Maybe I can take 

a picture instead?’ For one thing, it 

would last longer…”

It led to an extraordinary photographic 

series, documented in a book, Flowers 

for Lisa, subtitled “A Delirium of 

Photographic Invention.”



ABELARDO MORELL

“Make it new.”
-Ezra Pound

Flowers for Lisa



ABELARDO MORELL
Flowers for Lisa



ABELARDO MORELL
Flowers for Lisa



EXPLORE - RESEARCH - ASK WHAT IF?

what have others done with your theme?

“Flowers are part of a long tradition 
of still life in art. Precisely because 
flowers are such a conventional 
subject, I felt a strong desire to 
describe them in new, inventive 
ways…. I love the way Jan 
Brueghel, Edouard Manet, 
Georgia O’Keefe, Giorgio 
Morandi, Irving Penn and Joan 
Mitchell reworked the look of 
common flowers to show 
unexpected versions of them.” 

- Abelardo Morell

book



GO DEEP - ASK WHY
reflect on what’s behind your choices and make us care

“The subject of the photographs in 
my work may be flowers, but they 
are also pictures about 
perspective, love, jealousy, hate, 
geometry, sex, life, the passage of 
time and death.”

- Abelardo Morell



LOVE YOUR LIMITS
… compels you to invent new 

ways of seeing it and seeing 

into it

“I love how in choosing to limit 
myself to one discrete subject I 
was able to open doors into a 
world where I felt inventive, 
improvisational and fresh.”

- Abelardo Morell

Confining yourself to a single subject over and over…



MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)



While taking care of her small children, Sally Muir enrolled part-time at a local school of art and design. She 

expected to master drawing and painting techniques but was surprised to find that the biggest lesson she learned 

was about “defending your decisions” as an artist. Early on, a trusted instructor told her not to try to please the 

faculty but to simply do what she wanted to do.

While it was good advice, it wasn’t easy. Muir wanted to paint her children “over and over again,” she says. Her 

work was less conceptual than what her tutors were hoping to see. However, her time in school helped her 

develop confidence in her art and provided her the opportunity to establish a daily practice. In retrospect, she 

appreciates the fact that she didn’t study much technique as she has found it rewarding to make discoveries for 

herself.

A Dog a Day Is Born

Soon after art school, dogs became Muir’s top subject, replacing the portraits of her children as her main 

occupation. Although she enjoyed depicting her own children, she wasn’t as confident in her portrayals of other 

people’s children. “Dogs are definitely easier,” she says, “or maybe I’m just better at them.”







MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)

Mazur’s floral drawings are delicate and minimal. Despite limited mobility during a period of 
recovery in the last year of his life, he produced over 100 ink drawings of plants and flowers—many 
of which had been given to him by his wife or observed in his own garden. 

Executed in black ink, these intimately scaled images seem to hover, emerging and receding from 
the negative space.

Taken together these last works by Mazur illustrate the dueling potentialities of nature and art. As 
Mazur explained when the Rain paintings were first exhibited in 2009, shortly before his death, “all 
good and great paintings provide a whiff of mortality and, ultimately, are a celebration of the life 
force; they are both the tunnel and the light at its end… Light and dark, color and its absence, form 
and anti-form all contribute to this.”

While each treats an 

elemental form of nature, 

the fragility of the flower 

drawings presents a stark 

contrast to the power 

and dynamism of the 

pounding rain in the oil 

paintings.



MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)



MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)



MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)

Hospital Drawing Untitled D826, 7/6/09



MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)



MICHAEL MAZUR (1935-2009)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)

Canning the Sunset, 2021
Colored sand, recycled jars

13 × 36 × 5 inches, each row
by Carly Glovinski (b. 1981)

Part of Morgan Lehman Gallery’s presentation at Untitled Art, Miami Beach, 2021



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



CARLY GLOVINSKI (B. 1980)



ERIK HOFFNER



ERIK HOFFNER – ICE VISIONS

Ice Visions is an informal collaboration between myself, the ice fishing community, and elemental 
forces. When fishing holes refreeze overnight, they create fertile ground for nature's wild artistic side, and 

these perfectly augered circles become worlds at once interstellar and cellular, dreamlike and tactile.



ERIK HOFFNER – ICE VISIONS



ERIK HOFFNER – ICE VISIONS



ERIK HOFFNER – ICE VISIONS



ERIK HOFFNER – ICE VISIONS



ERIK HOFFNER – ICE VISIONS



CASE STUDY:
JEN BERRY   “OH THE BONES”



JEN BERRY (ZOOM, Concord Art 2020)



JEN BERRY (ZOOM, Concord Art 2020)



JEN BERRY (ZOOM, Concord Art 2020)



JEN BERRY (ZOOM, Concord Art 2020)



JEN BERRY (ZOOM, Concord Art 2020)



JEN BERRY (ZOOM, Concord Art 2020)



CASE STUDY:
JUDY CHAVEZ “LEFT BEHIND”



JUDY CHAVEZ (ZOOM, CONCORD ART 2020)

Began by 

randomly 

choosing 

still life



JUDY CHAVEZ (ONLINE, CONCORD ART 2020)

“Tried blindly scribbling shapes, chose black/white….” (But this 

week she decided to paint things made of glass). “Will figure 

out the series soon. I hope!! LOL”



JUDY CHAVEZ (ONLINE, CONCORD ART 2020)

Tried color, went back to black and white, kept experimenting. 

Writing exercise yielded phrase “left behind.”



JUDY CHAVEZ (ONLINE, CONCORD ART 2020)

After settling on series name: “Left Behind.”

These are all 6x6 experiments on paper.



JUDY CHAVEZ (ONLINE, CONCORD ART 2020)

Left Behind #1, acrylic on canvas, 3 x 5 feet



JUDY CHAVEZ (ONLINE, CONCORD ART 2020)

Takes art world by storm!



JUST START: WHATEVER YOU CAN DO, OR DREAM YOU CAN, BEGIN IT. BOLDNESS 
HAS GENIUS, MAGIC, AND POWER IN IT. BEGIN IT NOW." — W. H. MURRAY

KEEP MOVING (JUMPSTART INTUITION)

SHE (THE ARTIST, THE WRITER) DOESN'T WAIT FOR 
INSPIRATION, SHE ACTS IN THE ANTICIPATION OF 
ITS APPARITION.” - STEVEN PRESSFIELD, THE WAR OF ART

THE WORK WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO 
DO IT. ~ ESTONIAN PROVERB

But how do you get started? – You already know. 



This can be a tremendous 
opportunity to explore your 
motivations, express your 
unique talents, and find out 
who you are as a creative 
individual.

O B S E S S I O N !
When ‘work’ is not a job



P A S T  &  P R E S E N T

(THREADS OF CONTINUUM)







All the Sweet Tints, 2013



L O O M I N G S

(2016 – 2022)



Any Human Thing (“I promise nothing complete;  because any human thing supposed to be complete, must for that very reason infallibly be faulty”), 36” x 48,” oil and tar on canvas



Any Human Thing (“I promise nothing complete;  because any human thing supposed to be complete, must for that very reason infallibly be faulty”), 36” x 48,” oil and tar on canvas

Loomings is a series of paintings combining oil, 

24 karat gold leaf, and tar.

The works’ titles reference Melville’s Moby Dick.

The titles, the  imagery, and the medium (tar and 

gold) point to parallels between our oil-driven age 

and Melville’s apocalyptic vision of the American 

quest.

Melville’s forebodings are reimagined with 21st 

century relevance for a damaged world dominated 

by a materially driven culture adrift in troubled, 

inscrutable seas.  



Spouter Inn, Tar and Oil on canvas, 18” x 24”







Argonautica / Dutchman (“Yes, the world’s a ship on its voyage out.”) Tar and Oil on canvas, 48” x 48”





Horizon Sails #8, 36” x 48,” oil and tar on canvas



Westward, 16” x 24,” oil, tar, and gold leaf on canvas



Westward #2, 18” x 30,” oil, tar, and gold leaf on canvas



Westward #6, 30” x 24,” oil, tar and gold leaf on canvas



Alternative Facts (faux tintypes), oil and tar on paper, antique tintype 

frames, driftwood, 6” x 14”



Alternative Facts (faux tintypes), oil and tar on paper, antique tintype 

frames, driftwood, 6” x 14”

KEEPSAKES SERIES





Event Horizon 48” x 48”



Nature Morte



(Alchemy, the celestial and the base, being and 

non-being, existential & surreal)

(phrases both found and altered from texts on magic, the 

occult, alchemy, and surrealism) 

The Infinite is Neither Light Nor Dark, Though All Lights 

Emanate Therefrom

A supreme will exceeding human comprehension and more 

mysterious than all mysteries

The Goal Is Re-Enchantment

There is Another World and It Is This One. 

The religion of the Kabbalists is it once hypothesis and certitude, for it 

proceeds from known to unknown by help of analogy. E Levi

Of the God of light and the God of shadow.

All Extraordinary Visions and All the Intuitive Phenomena Peculiar to 

Madness or Ecstasy 

A secret never given expression in full

incessantly lifting now one and now another corner of 

the veil

The dream of the infernal King is but a false notion of God. 

Light in the absence of shadow would be invisible for our eyes. 

Secrets of Universal Harmony

The shadow of that grand indefinable Isis who is all that has been and 

Shelby, and who is Eternal nail no one has lifted.

The Divine Ancestor of All Demons

The Unbeliever’s Horizon

Light is the Active Principal.

Every Light a Shadow as it’s Foil

The Great and Supreme Question

Divine and Diabolical Miracles



1 START SMALL AND WORK FAST

2 IMPROVISE / EXPLORE/EXPERIMENT(SMALL STUDIES)

3 BRAINSTORM THEMES & TITLES

COLOR AND/OR TEXTURE
SUBJECT MATTER (MOTIF, LOCATION, A SEASON, AN EMOTION)
POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS – ANY PASSION!
MEMORIES
PEOPLE
MATERIALS
DESIGN

4 NAME A THEME – MAKE IT PERSONAL!

5 IMPROVISE / EXPLORE/EXPERIMENT 

6 TITLE THE GROWING BODY OF WORK AND GO 
BIGGER 

7 RESEARCH OTHER ARTISTS/MEDIUMS

8 CREATE AN ANCHOR PIECE

9 ISOLATE AREAS FOR NEW DEPARTURES

10 steps



“Recognize the choices you are making 
and why you are making them.

What kind of artist do you want to be? …. 
Your work should reflect who you are, where 
you are, and what you need…. Your materials 
and strategies should be the result of the 
questions you are asking. Why would you 
want to imitate anyone’s questions? How 
would that serve you? Find your own. The 
materials will follow from there. Art is both 
materials and ideas. You should not lose sight 
of that duality….

Can it be done? and Does it challenge me? 
are good places to start your work…. Clarity of 
mind is more important than whatever you 
are attached to… It is useful to begin a work 
at a disadvantage. For an artist, what you do 
not know is a good point of departure.” 
- Enrique Martinez Celaya

THE LONG GAME



Important for galleries & shows, 
even online

Automatically packages your work 
for potential solo shows

A unified body of work shows 
self-awareness, seriousness, 
and commitment

All of this helps with getting “shown 
and known,” because you’re giving 
people the context to understand 
what you’re about

& it’s practical too
(Finally find your work)



JUST START: WHATEVER YOU CAN DO, OR DREAM YOU CAN, BEGIN IT. BOLDNESS 
HAS GENIUS, MAGIC, AND POWER IN IT. BEGIN IT NOW." — W. H. MURRAY

KEEP MOVING (JUMPSTART INTUITION)

SHE (THE ARTIST, THE WRITER) DOESN'T WAIT FOR 
INSPIRATION, SHE ACTS IN THE ANTICIPATION OF 
ITS APPARITION.” - STEVEN PRESSFIELD, THE WAR OF ART

THE WORK WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO 
DO IT. ~ ESTONIAN PROVERB

But how do you get started? – You already know. 



“The amateur believes he 
must first overcome his 
fear; then he can do his 
work. The professional 

knows that fear can never 
be overcome.”

-Steven Pressfield
The War of Art

Never be afraid to throw away a painting.

- Jerry Saltz



“T O  L I V E   W E L L   

I S   T O  

W O R K    W E L L”

Thomas Aquinas



WORKING IN SERIES

(And Finding Your Passion in the Process)

www.christophervolpe.com

Paintings, Classes, Plein Air Workshops:


